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Abstract

In the setting of continual learning, a network is trained

on a sequence of tasks, and suffers from catastrophic for-

getting. To balance plasticity and stability of network in

continual learning, in this paper, we propose a novel net-

work training algorithm Adam-NSCL which sequentially

optimizes network parameters in the null space of all pre-

vious tasks. We first propose two mathematical conditions

respectively for achieving network stability and plasticity in

continual learning. Based on them, the network training for

sequential tasks without forgetting can be simply achieved

by projecting the candidate parameter update into the ap-

proximate null space of all previous tasks in the network

training process, where the candidate parameter update can

be generated by Adam. The approximate null space can be

derived by applying singular value decomposition to the un-

centered covariance matrix of all input features of previous

tasks for each linear layer. For efficiency, the uncentered co-

variance matrix can be incrementally computed after learn-

ing each task. We also empirically verify the rationality of

the approximate null space at each linear layer. We apply

our approach to training networks for continual learning

on benchmark datasets of CIFAR-100 and TinyImageNet,

and the results suggest that the proposed approach outper-

forms or matches the state-ot-the-art continual learning ap-

proaches.

1. Introduction

Deep neural networks have achieved promising perfor-

mance on various tasks in natural language processing, ma-

chine intelligence, etc., [5, 9, 47, 48, 51]. However, the abil-

ity of deep neural networks for continual learning is limited,

where the network is expected to continually learn knowl-

edge from sequential tasks [15]. The main challenge for

continual learning is how to overcome catastrophic forget-

ting [11, 32, 42], which has drawn much attention recently.

In the context of continual learning, a network is trained

on a stream of tasks sequentially. The network is required

to have plasticity to learn new knowledge from current

task, and also stability to retain its performance on previous

tasks. However, it is challenging to simultaneously achieve

plasticity and stability in continual learning for neural net-

works, and catastrophic forgetting always occurs. This phe-

nomenon is called plasticity-stability dilemma [33].

Recently, various strategies for continual learning have

been explored, including regularization-based, distillation-

based, architecture-based, replay-based and algorithm-

based strategies. The regularization-based strategy focuses

on penalizing the variations of parameters across tasks, such

as EWC [21]. The distillation-based strategy is inspired

by knowledge distillation [14], such as LwF [26]. The

architecture-based strategy modifies the architecture of net-

work on different tasks, such as [1, 25]. The replay-based

strategy utilizes data from previous tasks or pseudo-data to

maintain the network performance on previous tasks, such

as [4, 36]. The algorithm-based strategy designs network

parameter updating rule to alleviate performance degrada-

tion on previous tasks, such as GEM [30], A-GEM [7] and

OWM [53].

In this paper, we focus on the setting of continual learn-

ing where the datasets from previous tasks are inaccessible.

We first propose two theoretical conditions respectively for

stability and plasticity of neural networks in continual learn-

ing. Based on them, we design a novel network training al-

gorithm called Adam-NSCL for continual learning, which

forces the network parameter update to lie in the null space

of the input features of previous tasks at each network layer,

as shown in Fig. 1. The layer-wise null space of input fea-

tures can be modeled as the null space of the uncentered

covariance of these features, which can be incrementally

computed after learning each task. Since it is too strict to

guarantee the existence of null space, we approximate the

null space of each layer by the subspace spanned by sin-

gular vectors corresponding to the smallest singular values

of the uncentered covariance of input features. We embed

this strategy into the Adam optimization algorithm by pro-
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Figure 1. To avoid forgetting, we train network in the layer-wise

null space of the corresponding uncentered covariance of all input

features of previous tasks.

jecting the candidate parameter update generated by Adam

[20] into the approximate null space layer by layer, which

is flexible and easy to implement.

We conduct various experiments on continual learning

benchmarks in the setting that the datasets of previous tasks

are unavailable, and results show that our Adam-NSCL

is effective and outperforms the state-of-the-art continual

learning methods. We also empirically verify the rational-

ity of the approximate null space.

The paper is organized as follows. We first introduce

related works in Sec. 2. In Sec. 3, we present the mathemat-

ical conditions and then propose network training algorithm

for continual learning in Sec. 4. In Sec. 5, we conduct ex-

periments to verify the efficacy of our approach.

2. Related Work

We next review the related works of continual learning

in the following five categories.

Regularization-based strategy. The basic idea of this

strategy is penalizing the changes of network parameters

when learning current task to prevent catastrophic forget-

ting. The typical methods include EWC [21], SI [54], MAS

[3], RWalk [6] and NPC [38]. They impose regularization

on the network parameters, and each network parameter is

associated with an importance weight computed by differ-

ent methods. These importance weights are required to be

stored in continual learning. Under the Bayesian frame-

work, VCL [35], CLAW [2] and IMM [24] take the pos-

terior distribution of network parameters learned from pre-

vious tasks as the prior distribution of network parameters

on current task, which implicitly penalizes the changes of

network parameters.

Distillation-based strategy. Inspired by knowledge dis-

tillation [14], this strategy takes the network learned from

previous tasks as teacher and the network being trained on

current task as student, and utilize a distillation term to

alleviate performance degradation on previous tasks, such

as LwF [26], GD-WILD [23], lifelong GAN [55], MCIL

[29], LwM [10], etc. Due to inaccessibility to the full

datasets of previous tasks, they respectively use data of cur-

rent task [10, 26], external data [23], coreset of previous

tasks [29, 43] or synthetic data [55], resulting in distribu-

tional shift [27] from the original datasets.

Replay-based strategy. The replay-based strategy trains

networks using both data of the current task and “replayed”

data of previous tasks. Some existing works focus on select-

ing a subset of data from previous tasks [4, 40], resulting in

imbalance between the scale of datasets from current and

previous tasks [50, 56]. An alternative approach is to learn

generative model to generate synthetic data to substitute the

original data [16, 19, 37, 46]. They do not need to store

data of previous tasks, however, the performance is signif-

icantly affected by the quality of generated data, especially

for complex natural images.

Architecture-based strategy. In this strategy, the net-

work architecture is dynamically modified by expansion or

mask operation when encountering new tasks in continual

learning. Methods of network expansion modify the net-

work architecture by increasing network width or depth

to break its representational limit when facing new tasks

[17, 25, 52]. This strategy may result in a powerful but

redundant network that is computationally expensive and

memory intensive. An alternative approach is assigning dif-

ferent sub-networks to different tasks by masking the neu-

rons [1, 41, 45] or weights [31]. The mask associated with

each task needs to be learned and stored in memory.

Algorithm-based strategy. This strategy avoids forget-

ting from the perspective of network training algorithm. It

focuses on designing network parameter updating rule to

guarantee that training on current task should not deterio-

rate performance on previous tasks. GEM [30] computes

the parameter update by solving a quadratic optimization

problem constraining the angle between the parameter up-

date and the gradient of network parameters on data of pre-

vious tasks. A-GEM [7] is an improved GEM without solv-

ing quadratic optimization problem. A-GEM constrains that

the network parameter update should be well aligned with

a reference gradient computed from a random batch of data

from the previous tasks. Both of GEM and A-GEM need

to store data of previous tasks. Different from GEM and

A-GEM, OWM [53] projects the parameter update into the

orthogonal space of the space spanned by input features of

each linear layer. The computation of the space projection

matrix relies on the unstable inversion of matrix.

Our method called Adam-NSCL is a novel network

training algorithm for continual learning, which trains net-

works in the approximate null space of feature covariance

matrix of previous tasks to balance the network plastic-

ity and stability. It does not require to design regulariz-

ers, revise network architecture and use replayed data in
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our method. Compared with OWM, Adam-NSCL relies on

the null space of feature covariance for achieving network

plasticity and stability with theoretical and empirical analy-

sis, and overcomes the unstable matrix inversion in OWM.

More discussions on the differences are in Sec. 5.2.

3. Analysis of Stability and Plasticity

In this section, we first present the preliminaries on the

setting of continual learning, then propose mathematical

conditions on the network parameter update for the stability

and plasticity, as the basis of our algorithm in Sec. 4.

3.1. Preliminaries

In the setting of continual learning, a network f with

parameters w is sequentially trained on a stream of tasks

{T1, T2, . . . }, where task Tt is associated with paired

dataset {Xt, Yt} of size nt. The output of network f on

data Xt is denoted as f(Xt,w).
The initial parameters of network f with L linear layers

on task Tt are set as w̃t−1 = {w̃1
t−1, . . . , w̃

L
t−1} which are

the optimal parameters after trained on task Tt−1. When

training f on task Tt at the s-th training step, we denote

the network parameters as wt,s = {w1
t,s, . . . , w

L
t,s}. Corre-

spondingly, the parameter update at the s-th training step on

task Tt is denoted as ∆wt,s = {∆w1
t,s, . . . ,∆wL

t,s}. When

feeding data Xp from task Tp (p ≤ t) to f with optimal pa-

rameters w̃t on task Tt, the input feature and output feature

at the l-th linear layer are denoted as X l
p,t and Ol

p,t, then

Ol
p,t = X l

p,tw̃
l
t, X l+1

p,t = σl(O
l
p,t)

with σl as the nonlinear function and X1
p,t = Xp.

For the convolutional layer, we can reformulate convo-

lution as the above matrix multiplication. Specifically, for

each 3-D feature map, we flat each patch as a row vec-

tor, where the patch size is same as the corresponding 3-D

convolutional kernel size, and the number of patches is the

times that the kernel slides on the feature map when con-

volution. Then these row-wise vectors are concatenated to

construct the 2-D feature matrix X l
p,t. 3-D kernels at the

same layer are flatted as column vectors of the 2-D param-

eter matrix.

3.2. Conditions for continual learning

When being trained on the current task Tt without train-

ing data from previous tasks, the network f is expected to

perform well on the previous tasks, which is challenging

since the network suffers from catastrophic forgetting. To

alleviate the plasticity-stability dilemma, we propose two

conditions for continual learning that guarantee the stability

and plasticity respectively as follows.

To derive Condition 1 for network stability, we first

present the condition of network parameter update on suc-

ceeding training tasks to avoid forgetting in Lemma 1 and

Lemma 2, depending on data of previous tasks. Then, we

further propose the equivalent condition in Condition 1, free

from storing data of previous tasks. After that, we present

Condition 2 for network plasticity.

Lemma 1. Given the data Xp from task Tp, and the network

f with L linear layers is trained on task Tt (t > p). If

network parameter update ∆wl
t,s lies in the null space of

X l
p,t−1, i.e.,

X l
p,t−1∆wl

t,s = 0, (1)

at each training step s, for the l-th layer of f (l = 1, . . . , L),
we have X l

p,t = X l
p,t−1 and f(Xp, w̃t−1) = f(Xp, w̃t).

Proof. Please refer to the supplemental material.

Lemma 1 tells us that, when we train network on task

Tt, the network retains its training loss on data Xp in the

training process, if the network parameter update satisfies

Eqn. (1) at each training step. Considering that we initialize

parameters wt,0 by w̃t−1, i.e., the optimal parameters on

task t− 1 for t > 1, we have the following corollary.

Corollary 1. Assume that network f is sequentially trained

on tasks {T1, T2, · · · }. For each task Tt (t > 1) and p < t,

if Eqn. (1) holds at every training step on task Tt, we have

X l
p,p = X l

p,t (l = 1, · · · , L) and f(Xp, w̃t) = f(Xp, w̃p).

Corollary 1 suggests that the training loss on data Xp is

retained if the network trained on the following tasks satis-

fies Eqn. (1) and network parameters at each task are initial-

ized by the trained network of the last task.

We further denote X̄ l
t−1 = [X l

1,1

⊤
, · · · , X l

t−1,t−1

⊤
]⊤,

which is the concatenation of input features of l-th network

layer on each task data Xp (p < t) using trained network

parameters on task Tp. Then the following lemma holds.

Lemma 2. Assume that f is being trained on task Tt (t >

1). If ∆wl
t,s lies in the null space of X̄ l

t−1 at each training

step s, i.e.,

X̄ l
t−1∆wl

t,s = 0, (2)

for l = 1, · · · , L, we have f(Xp, w̃t) = f(Xp, w̃p) for all

p = 1, · · · , t− 1.

Lemma 2 guarantees the stability of f . However, it is

inefficient since it requires to store all features X l
p,p of f for

all p < t, which is memory-prohibited. To overcome this

limitation, we propose the following Condition 1 based on

uncentered feature covariance X̄ l
t−1 , 1

n̄t−1

(X̄ l
t−1)

⊤X̄ l
t−1

to guarantee stability, where n̄t−1 is the total number of

seen data, i.e., the number of rows of X̄ l
t−1.

Condition 1 (stability). When f is being trained on task Tt,
∆wl

t,s at each training step s should lie in the null space

of the uncentered feature covariance matrix X̄ l
t−1 for l =

1, · · · , L, i.e.,

X̄ l
t−1∆wl

t,s = 0. (3)
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Figure 2. The pipeline of our algorithm.

It is easy to verify that the null space of X̄ l
t−1 equals

to null space of the uncentered feature covariance of X̄ l
t−1.

Therefore, if Condition 1 holds, we have f(Xp, w̃t) =
f(Xp, w̃p) for all p < t according to Lemma 2, i.e., the

performance of f on previous task data will not be degraded

after learning current task.

Memory analysis. The memory consumption of stor-

ing X̄ l
t is fixed, irrelevant to the number of tasks and data.

Specifically, if we denote the dimension of the feature at

layer l as hl, the size of X̄ l
t is n̄t × hl (usually n̄t ≫ hl),

while the size of X̄ l
t is hl × hl. Therefore, Condition 1 sup-

plies a more memory efficient way to guarantee the stability

of f than Lemma 2.

Condition 1 guarantees the stability of network in con-

tinual learning. The other requirement of continual learning

is the plasticity of f concerning the ability to obtain new

knowledge from current task. Condition 2 will provide the

condition that guarantees the plasticity of network f .

Condition 2 (plasticity). Assume that the network f is

being trained on task Tt, and gt,s = {g1t,s, . . . , g
L
t,s}

denotes the parameter update generated by a gradient-

descent training algorithm for training f at training step

s. 〈∆wt,s,gt,s〉 > 0 should hold where 〈·, ·〉 represents

inner product.

If parameter update ∆wt,s satisfies Condition 2 when

training f on task Tt, the training loss after updating pa-

rameters using ∆wt,s will decrease, i.e., the network can

learn the knowledge of this task. Please see supp. for proof.

4. Network Training in Covariance Null Space

In this section, we propose a novel network training al-

gorithm called Adam-NSCL for continual learning based

on Adam and the proposed two conditions respectively for

stability and plasticity. In continual learning, we maintain

layer-wise feature covariance matrices which are incremen-

tally updated using features of the coming task. Given the

current task, starting from the network trained on previous

tasks, we update the network parameters on current task

using Adam-NSCL where the candidate parameter update

generated by Adam is projected into the approximate null

space of corresponding feature covariance matrix layer by

layer to balance the network stability and plasticity.

Figure 2 illustrates the pipeline of our proposed contin-

ual learning algorithm. After learning task Tt−1, we feed

Xt−1 to the learned network f(·, w̃t−1) to get the input fea-

ture X l
t−1 at each layer. Then we compute the uncentered

covariance X l
t−1 = 1

nt−1

(X l
t−1)

⊤X l
t−1 with nt−1 as the

number of data on task Tt−1. Subsequently, we update the

uncentered feature covariance matrix for each layer by

X̄ l
t−1 =

n̄t−2

n̄t−1

X̄ l
t−2 +

nt−1

n̄t−1

X l
t−1, (4)

with n̄t−1 = n̄t−2 + nt−1 as the total number of seen data.

Following that, we compute the approximate null space of

X̄ l
t−1. When training the network with w̃t−1 as initializa-

tion on task Tt, we first utilize Adam to generate a candidate

parameter update gt,s at the s-th step (s = 1, 2, . . . ), then

project gt,s into the approximate null space of X̄ l
t−1 layer

by layer to get the parameter update ∆wt,s.

In the following, we first introduce derivation of the ap-

proximate null space in Sec. 4.1, and discuss the projection

satisfying Conditions 1 and 2. Subsequently, we present our

proposed continual learning algorithm in Algorithm 1 and

the way to find the approximate null space in Algorithm 2.

4.1. Approximate null space

According to Condition 1, for the stability of network in

continual learning, we can force the parameter update to lie

in the null space of uncentered covariance of all previous in-

put features at each network layer. However, it is too strict

to guarantee the existence of null space. Therefore, we pro-

pose Algorithm 2 to find the approximate null space based

on SVD of the uncentered covariance matrix.

By applying SVD to X̄ l
t−1, we have

U l,Λl, (U l)⊤ = SVD(X̄ l
t−1), (5)

where U l = [U l
1, U

l
2] and Λl =

[

Λl
1 0
0 Λl

2

]

. If all singular

values of zero are in Λl
2, i.e., Λl

2 = 0, then X̄ l
t−1U

l
2 =

U l
1Λ

l
1(U

l
1)

⊤U l
2 = 0 holds, since U l is an unitary matrix.

It suggests that the range space of U l
2 is the null space of

X̄ l
t−1. Thus we can get the parameter update ∆wl

t,s lying in

the null space of X̄ l
t−1 by

∆wl
t,s = U l

2(U
l
2)

⊤glt,s (6)
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with U l
2(U

l
2)

⊤ as projection operator [34, Eqn. (5.13.4)].

Thus we get ∆wl
t,s satisfying Condition 1.

However, it is unrealistic to guarantee that there ex-

ists zero singular values. Inspired by Principal Compo-

nent Analysis, if considering U l
1 as principal components,

X̄ l
t−1 can be approximated by U l

1Λ
l
1(U

l
1)

⊤, which indicates

that X̄ l
t−1U

l
2 ≈ U l

1Λ
l
1(U

l
1)

⊤U l
2 = 0, i.e., we can take the

range space of U l
2 as the approximate null space of X̄ l

t−1

where U l
2 corresponds to the smallest singular values in

Λl
2. We adaptively select Λl

2 with diagonal singular values

λ ∈ {λ|λ ≤ aλl
min} (a > 0), where λl

min is the smallest

singular value. Furthermore, to empirically verify the ratio-

nality of the approximation, we utilize the proportion R of

X̄ l
t−1 explained by U l

2 [18] as

R =
Σ

λ∈diag{Λl

2
}λ

Σ
λ∈diag{Λl}λ

, (7)

where “diag” denotes the diagonal elements. If R is small,

the sum of singular values of Λl
2 is negligible, suggesting

that it is reasonable to approximate null space of uncentered

covariance matrix by the range space of U l
2.

Example. We take the pretrained ResNet-18 on dataset

of ImageNet ILSVRC 2012 [44] as example. Figure 3

shows the curves of singular values of uncentered covari-

ance matrix X̄ l
t of each linear layer indexed by l with

a = 50. All proportions R of different layers are smaller

than 0.05, indicating that the selected U l
2 corresponding to

smallest singular values is negligible to explain X̄ l
t . There-

fore, it is reasonable to approximate the null space by the

range space of U l
2.
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Figure 3. Singular values of uncentered covariance matrix at dif-

ferent layers of pretrained ResNet-18 on ImageNet ILSVRC 2012.

Orange curves denote the singular values smaller than 50λ
l

min.

Algorithm 1 Adam-NSCL for continual learning

Inputs: Datasets {Xt, Yt} for task Tt ∈ {T1, T2, . . . }, net-

work f(·,w) with L linear layers, learning rate α.

Initialization: Initialize w̃0 randomly, X̄ l
0 = 0, number of

seen data n̄0 = 0.

1: # sequential tasks

2: for task Tt ∈ {T1, T2, . . . } do

3: if t > 1 then

4: # compute the approximate null space

5: Get U l
2, X̄ l

t−1 and n̄t−1 (l = 1, . . . , L) by Algo-

rithm 2 with {Xt−1, Yt−1}, f(·, w̃t−1), X̄
l
t−2 and

n̄t−2 as inputs.

6: end if

7: # train f(·,w) on task Tt.
8: Set s = 0 and wt,0 = w̃t−1;

9: while not converged do

10: Sample a batch {x,y} from {Xt, Yt}.

11: Compute f(x,wt,s), then get candidate parameter

update gt,s = {g1t,s, . . . , g
L
t,s} by Adam.

12: if t = 1 then

13: ∆wl
t,s = glt,s, l = 1, . . . , L

14: else

15: ∆wl
t,s = U l

2(U
l
2)

⊤glt,s, l = 1, . . . , L
16: end if

17: wl
t,s+1 = wl

t,s − α∆wl
t,s, l = 1, . . . , L

18: s = s+ 1
19: end while

20: end for

As a summary, for a novel task Tt, our continual learn-

ing algorithm (shown in Fig. 2) projects parameter update

gt,s = {glt,s}
L
l=1 at s-th training step generated by Adam

into the approximate null space layer by layer, and get the

parameter update ∆wt,s = {∆wl
t,s}

L
l=1 following Eqn. (6).

We prove that 〈∆wt,s,gt,s〉 ≥ 0 always holds, which can

be found in the supplemental material. To guarantee that

the network can be trained on task Tt using the above pa-

rameter updating rule, it is supposed that 〈∆wt,s,gt,s〉 > 0
as discussed in Condition 2. We empirically found that it

holds in our experiments and our algorithm can succeed in

decreasing training losses on sequential training tasks.

Our Adam-NSCL is summarized in Algorithm 1. The

training process is to loop over incoming tasks, and task Tt
(t > 1) is trained by Adam with gradients projected into

the null space of accumulated covariance (line 15 in Algo-

rithm 1). The null space is obtained by Algorithm 2 after

learning task Tt−1. In Algorithm 2, we first feed all train-

ing data of task Tt−1 to accumulate covariance in lines 3-8,

and update the uncentered covariance in line 10. Then we

compute the approximate null space in lines 12-14 by SVD.

The hyperparameter a controls the balance of stability

and plasticity. Larger a suggests that we use larger approx-
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Algorithm 2 Updating the uncentered covariance incre-

mentally and computing the null space.

Inputs: Dateset {Xt−1, Yt−1} of size nt−1 for task Tt−1,

network f(·, w̃t−1), {X̄ l
t−2}

L
l=1, hyperparameter a > 0,

number of seen data n̄t−2.

Output: U l
2, {X̄ l

t−1}
L
l=1, n̄t−1

1: # Compute the uncentered covariance on task Tt−1

2: Initialize uncentered covariance matrices X l
t−1 on task

Tt−1 as 0 for l = 1, . . . , L.

3: for batch {x,y} from {Xt−1, Yt−1} do

4: Get the input feature x
l at the l-th layer (l =

1, . . . , L) by forward propagating x on f(·, w̃t−1).
5: X l

t−1 = X l
t−1 + (xl)⊤xl for l = 1, . . . , L.

6: end for

7: X l
t−1 = 1

nt−1

X l
t−1 for l = 1, . . . , L.

8: n̄t−1 = n̄t−2 + nt−1.

9: # Update the uncentered covariance X̄ l
t−2.

10: X̄ l
t−1 = n̄t−2

n̄t−1

X̄ l
t−2 +

nt−1

n̄t−1

X l
t−1, l = 1, . . . , L.

11: # Compute the approximate null space for each layer

12: U l,Λl, (U l)⊤ =SVD(X̄ l
t−1).

13: Get Λl
2 with diagonal singular values λ ∈ {λ|λ <

aλl
min} where λl

min is the smallest singular value.

14: Get singular vectors U l
2 that correspond to Λl

2.

imate null space U l
2 covering more small singular values,

then the null space assumption in Eqn. (3) hardly holds, re-

ducing the stability in continual learning. On the other hand,

larger a leads to larger approximate null space, enabling us

to update network parameters in a larger null space, increas-

ing the plasticity to learn knowledge on current task.

5. Experiments

We apply Adam-NSCL algorithm to different sequential

tasks for continual learning1. After introducing experimen-

tal setting, we show the results compared with SOTA meth-

ods, following which we empirically analyze our algorithm.

5.1. Experimental setting

We first describe the experimental settings on datasets,

implementation details, metrics and compared methods.

Datasets. We evaluate on continual learning datasets, in-

cluding 10-split-CIFAR-100, 20-split-CIFAR-100 and 25-

split-TinyImageNet. 10-split-CIFAR-100 and 20-split-

CIFAR-100 are constructed by splitting CIFAR-100 [22]

into 10 and 20 tasks, and the classes in different tasks are

disjoint. 25-split-TinyImageNet is constructed by splitting

TinyImageNet [49] containing 64×64 RGB images into 25

tasks, which is a harder setting due to longer sequence.

Implementation details. Adam-NSCL is implemented

using PyTorch [39]. We take ResNet-18 [13] as the back-

1https://github.com/ShipengWang/Adam-NSCL

bone network in our experiments. All tasks share the same

backbone network but each task has its own classifier. The

classifier will be fixed after the model is trained on the cor-

responding task. For batch normalization layer, we regular-

ize its parameters using EWC [21]. The learning rate starts

from 5 × 10−5 and decays at epoch 30, 60 with a multi-

plier 0.5 (80 epochs in total). The batch size is set to 32

for 10-split-CIFAR-100 and 16 for the other two datasets.

The regularization coefficient of EWC for penalizing pa-

rameters at batch normalization is set to 100. At each linear

layer, to approximate null space of uncentered covariance,

we set a = 30 for 20-split-CIFAR-100 while a = 10 for the

other two datasets. We also study the effect of a in Sec. 5.3.

Compared methods. We compare our method with

various continual learning methods including EWC [21],

MAS [3], MUC-MAS [28], SI [37], LwF [26], GD-WILD

[23], GEM, [30], A-GEM [7], MEGA [12], InstAParam

[8] and OWM [53]. For a fair comparison, the backbone

networks employed in these methods are all ResNet-18.

EWC, MAS, MUC-MAS and SI regularize the changes of

parameters across tasks, where each parameter is associ-

ated with a weight of importance. LwF and GD-WILD

are based on knowledge distillation using different datasets

for distillation to preserve learned knowledge on previous

tasks. GEM, A-GEM, MEGA and OWM focus on design-

ing network training algorithm to overcome forgetting. In-

stAParam is based on architecture-based strategy. Among

these methods, EWC, MAS, MUC-MAS and SI need to

store the importance weight in memory, GD-WILD, GEM

A-GEM and MEGA need to store data of previous tasks,

and OWM needs to store the projection matrix which is

incrementally computed with an approximate inversion of

matrix.

Evaluation metrics. We employ the evaluation metrics

proposed in [30], including backward transfer (BWT) and

average accuracy (ACC). BWT is the average drop of accu-

racy of the network for test on previous tasks after learning

current task. Negative value of BWT indicates the degree of

forgetting in continual learning. ACC is the average accu-

racy of the network on test datasets of all seen tasks. With

similar ACC, the one having larger BWT is better.

5.2. Experimental results

We next compare different continual learning algo-

rithms. The details on the comparative results on three

datasets are presented as follows.

10-split-CIFAR-100. The comparative results on 10-

split-CIFAR-100 are illustrated in Tab. 1, where the pro-

posed Adam-NSCL achieves the highest ACC 73.77% with

competitive BWT -1.6%. The BWT values of GEM and A-

GEM are better than Adam-NSCL, however, their ACC val-

ues are 49.48% and 49.57%, significantly lower than ours.

EWC, LwF and GD-WILD achieve marginally worse ACC
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Method
10-split-CIFAR-100

ACC (%) BWT(%)

EWC [21] 70.77 -2.83

MAS [3] 66.93 -4.03

MUC-MAS [28] 63.73 -3.38

SI [37] 60.57 -5.17

LwF [26] 70.70 -6.27

InstAParam [8] 47.84 -11.92
∗GD-WILD [23] 71.27 -18.24
∗GEM [30] 49.48 2.77
∗A-GEM [7] 49.57 -1.13
∗ MEGA [12] 54.17 -2.19

OWM [53] 68.89 -1.88

Adam-NSCL 73.77 -1.6

Table 1. Comparisons of ACC and BWT for ResNet-18 sequen-

tially trained on 10-split-CIFAR-100 using different methods.

Methods required to store previous data are denoted by ∗.

compared with Adam-NSCL, but the BWT values of LwF

and GD-WILD are much lower. Both ACC and BWT val-

ues of MAS, MUC-MAS and SI are much lower than ours.

OWM has comparable BWT with our Adam-NSCL, but

the ACC of OWM is 4.88% lower than ours. Overall, our

Adam-NSCL is the most preferable method among all these

compared methods for continual learning.

To justify the rationality of approximate null space, we

show the curves of singular values in descending order and

proportion values of R defined in Eqn. (7) for the 2-th, 7-

th, 12-th and 17-th layers of network in Fig. 4 on sequential

tasks. As the results indicate, all proportion values of U l
2
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Figure 4. The illustration of proportion values of R and singular

values of uncentered covariance matrix at 2-th, 7-th, 12-th and 17-

th linear layers of network trained on 10-split-CIFAR-100. Orange

curves denote the singular values smaller than 10λ
l

min.

Method
20-split-CIFAR-100

ACC (%) BWT(%)

EWC [21] 71.66 -3.72

MAS [3] 63.84 -6.29

MUC-MAS [28] 67.22 -5.72

SI [37] 59.76 -8.62

LwF [26] 74.38 -9.11

InstAParam [8] 51.04 -4.92
∗GD-WILD [23] 77.16 -14.85
∗GEM [30] 68.89 -1.2
∗A-GEM [7] 61.91 -6.88
∗MEGA [12] 64.98 -5.13

OWM [53] 68.47 -3.37

Adam-NSCL 75.95 -3.66

Table 2. Comparisons of ACC and BWT for ResNet-18 sequen-

tially trained on 20-split-CIFAR-100 using different methods.

Method
25-split-TinyImageNet

ACC (%) BWT(%)

EWC [21] 52.33 -6.17

MAS [3] 47.96 -7.04

MUC-MAS [28] 41.18 -4.03

SI [37] 45.27 -4.45

LwF [26] 56.57 -11.19

InstAParam [8] 34.64 -10.05
∗GD-WILD [23] 42.74 -34.58
∗A-GEM [7] 53.32 -7.68
∗MEGA [12] 57.12 -5.90

OWM [53] 49.98 -3.64

Adam-NSCL 58.28 -6.05

Table 3. Performance comparisons for ResNet-18 sequentially

trained on 25-split-TinyImageNet using different methods.

are smaller than 0.05, indicating that it is reasonable to take

the range space of insignificant components U l
2 as the ap-

proximate null space at the l-th layer (l = 1, . . . , L).

20-split-CIFAR-100. The comparisons on 20-split-

CIFAR-100 dataset are shown in Tab. 2. Our method

achieves the second best ACC 75.95%. Though GD-WILD

achieves 1.21% higher ACC than ours, the BWT of GD-

WILD is 11.19% lower than that of our Adam-NSCL. Fur-

thermore, GD-WILD requires to save data of previous tasks

and a large amount of external data. EWC, GEM and

OWM achieve 4.29%, 7.06% and 7.48% lower ACC val-

ues compared with our method. LwF has marginally lower

ACC than ours, but its BWT value is significantly worse

than ours. Other methods including MAS, MUC-MAS,

SI and A-GEM fail to achieve comparable results as ours.

Therefore, our Adam-NSCL outperforms the other com-

pared methods for continual learning.

25-split-TinyImageNet. As shown in Tab. 3, on 25-
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Figure 5. The curves of training losses of network on tasks T1, T2

and T3 when the network is trained on sequential tasks.

split-TinyImageNet dataset, the proposed Adam-NSCL out-

performs the other compared methods with the best ACC

and competitive BWT values. Specifically, Adam-NSCL

achieves the best ACC 58.28% with comparable BWT -

6.05%. Though the BWT of Adam-NSCL is marginally

lower than MUC-MAS, SI and OWM, these compared

methods achieve 16.68%, 13.01% and 8.3% lower ACC

than ours. LwF achieves the second best ACC, but with

much inferior BWT compared with our Adam-NSCL. With

marginally lower BWT, EWC and MAS achieve 5.95% and

10.32% lower ACC than Adam-NSCL.

We now discuss the difference between Adam-NSCL

and OWM [53]. The main difference of Adam-NSCL and

OWM is the way to find the null space as discussed in

Sec. 2. Computing the projection matrix in OWM relies

on the approximate generalized inversion of feature matrix,

and the approximate error can be accumulated when incre-

mentally update the projection matrix. While in Adam-

NSCL, the null space is specified by the uncentered feature

covariance which can be incrementally computed without

approximate error. Additionally, Adam-NSCL consistently

performs better than OWM on 10-split-CIFAR-100 and 20-

split-CIFAR-100, as shown in Tabs. 1 and 2, where Adam-

NSCL achieves 4.88% and 7.48% larger ACC and similar

BWT in comparison with OWM respectively. On 25-split-

TinyImageNet, Adam-NSCL has significantly better ACC

with comparable BWT than OWM, as shown in Tab. 3.

5.3. Model analysis

Evolution of training loss. To justify the proposed

Adam-NSCL indeed guarantees the stability of network

training on sequential tasks, we show the curves of train-

ing losses on the tasks T1, T2, T3 after learning new tasks

in Fig. 5 on 10-split-CIFAR-100. According to Fig. 5, the

training losses of the network on previous tasks are retained

after learning new tasks, verifying that Adam-NSCL, with

Condition 1 as basis, guarantees the stability of network.
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Figure 6. Stability and plasticity analysis. Top: 10-split-

CIFAR-100. Middle: 20-split-CIFAR-100. Bottom: 25-split-

TinyImageNet.

Stability and plasticity analysis. To study the balance

of stability and plasticity, which is controlled by a, we

compare the performance of our Adam-NSCL by varying

a = 10, 20, 30, 40, 50. According to Fig. 6, BWT becomes

worse when a is larger, suggesting that the network forgets

more learned knowledge of previous tasks with larger a.

Since ACC is affected by both of stability and plasticity,

it increases first and then decreases with the increase of a at

the middle and bottom sub-figures of Fig. 6.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we address the plasticity-stability dilemma

for continual learning where the datasets of previous tasks

are inaccessible. We propose two theoretical conditions to

guarantee stability and plasticity for network parameter up-

date when training networks on sequential tasks. Then we

design a novel continual learning algorithm Adam-NSCL,

which is based on Adam. The candidate parameter up-

date generated by Adam is projected into the approximate

null space of uncentered feature covariance matrix of pre-

vious tasks. Extensive experiments show that the proposed

algorithm outperforms the compared methods for contin-

ual learning. In the future, we consider further improving

the approximation of null space and conducting theoretical

analysis for our algorithm.
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